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Nikko stirling gameking 4-16x44 mil-dot scope review



© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, inc. or its affiliates no one can argue that Nico Sterling makes some good ranges and cost effective and what I have here is a couple of 1 gymking body models. Both have Mil-Dot reticules (more on this later) and are available in all popular specifications. In the illuminated range, only 3-9 x 40
has a fixed target while the 3.5 -10 x 44AO, 4-16 x 44AO, 4-16 x 50AO and 6-24 x 50AO are adjustable. These reticule non-luminous models are repeated with the exception that 3.5-10 x 40AO is not an option. Building an overview of building and manufacturing is of a high standard; Especially considering the price! The
body is made of aluminum T606 plane grade with a pleasing lye black finish. It features a compact, chunky and fast-focuslook with the 12 o'clock riostat. The quick focus and zoom ring are ridged for a confirmed grip and run smoothly but with pleasing beams; Not harsh but positive, which is perfect. The 11-position,
rheostat-type drum in my mind is perfect because it is close to hand for quick adjustment. Everything else on rheostat is also equally familiar in planning. The adjustable target (AO) is very long with deep lifting ridging pieces halfway along it and has the same company but feels smooth about it throughout the whole of its
range. On both models it was placed in the squares 15, 25, 50, 75, 100, 200 and 300 ∞. What I particularly liked besides the fact the numbers corresponded well to the quoted ranges, is that there is a lot of space between the 15-25-yd notation mark and similarly from there to 50-yd. This is good news for an air rifle
hunter because if you are able to drop a point of tipex on ao in ranges you prefer to know and there is easily enough room to do it in 5-yd increases. Another bonus is that it can focus down to less than 15-yds, so you can mark the minimum range setting but you recommend it yourself and know as i found the lowest 3.5-
10X concentrates down to 6-yd and 4-16x 10-yds sure. Impressive and very useful for the nearest shots when ratting. And by the way, although I seem to refer to these ranges accurately with regard to the use of an air gun, they're actually centerfire rating! Multi-coated lenses give a decent visual image in all
circumstances with a glaring lack of bright days and a clear image on the bright vision of dull ones. Add to that the illuminated reticulated and you have a very capable view of any state of the lights.  Tower Time Attention 1/4 Mod, hunter-of-the-type towers protected by screw caps on. The adjusters are serrated edges
and click audible and positively. The altitude provides 3/4 rotation while the wind is 4 3/4. Unusual that as usually up and down bigger from side to side! Clicks per turn are 60 and if you've run out of height, the NS also offers The download is adjustable but I didn't have any zeroing problems in either range. The reticule is
your classic four-point arm-mile point, when only illuminated the center of the cross and the points light up. Particularly impressive is how the setting of fine brightness can be set and even at 11 there was no blur and the dots are still clearly visible. On talking to John Bright of The Outdoor Highlands I discovered this thing
they had worked on and rheostat was designed to work on low power resulting in a finer modification and longer battery life. Conclusions I had the pleasure to see the inclusion of 3.5 - 10 x 44AO IR optical specs as it was and still is now the preferred zoom range of mine for most general hunting cases. Due to the
infrared facility and the ability to focus at close range this will make for a large indoor range on mice or savages, and still do business on rabbits in the fields. 4- 16 x 50 is now a popular specification among many fishermen. The fact that it does not have a tower lock is not a problem as leveling move positively to zero-
minute mode and once protected by caps you can be sure that zero shift will not be a problem. What we have here are two impressive optics. If I think it is a reference and prime examples of the Gameking range then whichever you choose you get a sleek, practical and top quality fully featured range for the price of the
deal. Price: £96.96p £106.95p Click on the image to enlarge click on the image to enlarge click on the image to enlarge the features of the model gun: Gameking 3.5 - 10 x 44AO IR 4 and ndash; 16 x 50AO IR Reticle Type: Mel Dot Dia Tube Range: 13.5 14.75 Weight: 18oz 19.9oz FOV @ 100-yd: 38-12.67 22.9-5.8ft:
Click values 1/4 MOA @ 100 yards clicks at each turn: 60 full turns: 3.5 height, 4.5 Wind details Nikko Stirling Gaming gun binoculars are designed today. Gun binoculars come with high quality lenses that enhance optical clarity and contrast in this area. Visual paint is designed to reduce the reflection of light as it passes
through a gun scope for your eye. More information product details SKU700702148 Specification BrandNikko Stirling product codeNGKI4164AAO zoom4-16x target diameter (mm) 44 tube diameter (mm) 25.4 eye Relief (mm) 82.5 field visibility at 91.44 m (m) 20.9-5.3 lengths (mm)367 weight (grams)562 mounts
Included No ExtrasProtection capsReviews designed for hunting. High-quality lenses for optical clarity. Multi-coat optics reduce light reflection. Finger adjustable frame frame under the caps tightly adjusted for wind and height. 1/4 inch click value. Glossy black finish. One inch main tube. maintube.
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